
9.1 DESCRIPTION 

The primary function of the Scope/DVM Control 
board is to route the required measurement and view
ing signals to the digital voltmeter (DVM) and scope 
circuitry. A large portion of the displayed data is 
determined by DVM measurements on internal signal 
points. Thus, for a rapid update of several data dis
plays, several internal signal points must be time-divi
sion multiplexed to the DVM. The DVM Control 
circuitry and the system processor provide this func
tion. 

With the Scope Control circuitry, the user can 
choose to display either data information, or signals for 
internal modulation or demodulation, or external scope 
inputs. The horizontal sweep provided for the spec
trum-analyzer display is coherent with the synthesizer 
sweep generator. The coherent horizontal sweep and 
synthesizer sweep can be used for an external filter
alignment display. An external horizontal input is also 
possible. 

The Scope/DVM Control board also contains the 
1-kHz notch filter and the rectifier circuit used for dis
tortion measurements.

A block diagram of the Scope/DVM Control board 
is shown at the end of this section in Figure 9-1, a 
schematic in Figure 9-2, and the printed wiring board 
assembly and parts list in Figure 9-3. 

9.2 THEORY OF OPERATION 

9.2.1 SCOPE VERTICAL CONTROL 

The input to the scope vertical amplifier is switched 
by the scope vertical-select switch (U6) to one of four 
sources: the range switch (VERT FROM RNG SW), 
the vertical character-sweep generator, the spectrum 
analyzer (SPECT ANA VERT), or the 700-kHz IF. 
Inputs to the range switch, which are routed through 
the range switch on the Front-Panel Interface board. 
(A15), come from either 1) the scope's vertical-input 
port on the front panel or 2) the internal modulation 
signals, as selected by this board's control circuitry for 
modulation display. The vertical character sweep is a 
sawtooth waveform generated by the vertical charac
ter-sweep generator and synced by the VERT CHAR 
SYNC signal from the character generator on the Pro
cessor board (A14). The detected and amplified out
put of the Receiver logarithmic IF is the vertical input 
for the spectrum analyzer. The remaining signal source 
is the second IF signal from the Receiver for IF enve
lope observation. 
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9.2.2 DUAL-DISPLAY CONTROL 

The dual-display control circuitry produces a screen 
with a single row of characters at the top of the CRT 
and a display for either the spectrum analyzer or the 
scope. This function is implemented with the vertical 
sweep control by alternating the signal for the spec
trum analyzer or the range switch with the signal for 
the vertical character sweep. 

The dual-display sequence starts with the synthe
sizer sweep generator (Ul2, U51A, U59A), which is 
common to the displays for both the spectrum ana
lyzer and the scope. This sweep generator is started 
with a pulse of the SYNTH 100 Hz input signal, which 
fires the one-shot U12B. This also enables the scope Z
axis. Now the display for either the spectrum analyzer 
or the scope is being traced on the CRT. 

When the synthesizer sweep reaches 2.5 Vdc (that 
is, the scope's horizontal sweep is at the edge of the 
screen), the dual-display control circuitry (UlOB, Ull, 
U12A, Q6) activates the CHAR GEN RST line. This 
switches the scope's vertical and horizontal inputs to 
the character-sweep generators. The vertical sweep 
generator (U3, U4) determines the CRT frame rate of 
61 Hz. The horizontal character-sweep generator (U60) 
determines the row rate of 7812.5 Hz; eight rows make 
a character height. The vertical and horizontal char
acter generators are synchronized by the character 
generator on the Process9r board (A14). 

When the first line of characters has been traced, a 
transition on the LINE 1 input from the A14 board 
resets both character-sweep generators, and incre
ments the character counter (U13). This causes LINE 
1 to be traced again. This process is repeated four 
times, at which point the counter output resets the 
scope inputs to "spectrum analyzer" or "range switch." 
During the retrace time, the scope Z-axis is blanked by 
U30D and is held off until the synthesizer sweep starts. 
The timing of the process allows the four character 
traces to be completed before the next synthesizer 
sweep-sync. 

9.2.3 SCOPE HORIZONTAL CONTROL 

Switching for the scope horizontal input is divided 
between two boards. The timebase generator and the 
external horizontal input are selected on the Scope 
Amplifier board (A2). The horizontal character-sweep 
generator and the signals for the synthesizer sweep 
generator are selected on the A 7 board by the scope 
horizontal switches (U52A and U52D) and sent to the 
INT SCOPE HORIZ signal line. 



For the dual-display modes, the horizontal switch 
switches the horizontal input between the synthesizer 
sweep and the character sweep. This switching is 
simultaneous with that in the scope vertical control, as 
described in paragraph 9.2.2. The horizontal switch 
control also provides the SCOPE MODE EN line to the 
scope amplifier to enable the horizontal inputs for the 
scope mode. 

9.2.4 SYNTHESIZER SWEEP CONTROL 

The control circuitry for the synthesizer sweep 
(U52B and U52C) controls the amplitude and range of 
the synthesizer's sweep-generator signal. Two sweep 
ranges, 1 to 10 MHz and 0.01 to 1 MHz, are provided 
by the control circuitry. The control circuitry has two 
fixed attenuations of 1.0 and 0.1. The variable sweep 
range is provided by the dispersion sweep control on 
the front panel. To control the bottom range of the 
sweep, a 10-to-1 resistor change in the sweep return 
line is simultaneous with the attenuator change. 

9.2.5 SCOPE Z-AXIS CONTROL 

The SCOPE Z-AXIS signal has three possible 
sources, as selected by the Z-axis control circuitry (U55, 
U61A and U61B). For character displays, the Z-axis 
signal is the CHAR GENZ-AXIS from the character 
generator on A14. For the scope mode, the SWP 
BLANKING signal from the horizontal timebase gen
erator on A2 is switched to the scope Z-axis. For the 
remaining modes (spectrum analyzer and scope 
sweep), a logic zero level is gated to the Z-axis input. 

9.2.6 MODULATION-DISPLAY CONTROL 

The select circuitry for the internal scope and peak 
detector (U20A, U20B, and U20C) switches the 
DEMOD CAL AUDIO, AM CARRIER + MOD 
LEVEL, or MOD CAL AUDIO signals to the internal 
scope and peak detectors. The signals are gain adjusted 
by processor select before exiting the module from the 
INT SCOPE TO RNG SW output. 

For FM, the MOD CAL AUDIO input from the 
Audio Synthesizer board (AlO) is calibrated to 5 
kHzN for narrowband and to 20 kHzN for wideband. 
These signals are gain adjusted by gain amplifier U23B 
to a level of 25 kHzN and become the INT SCOPE TO 
RNG SW output. 

The DEMOD CAL AUDIO signal from the Receiver 
is either AM, FM, or SSB, as determined by the oper
ating mode. The peak signal on this line is calibrated 
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to 10 kHzN for FM and 10 percentN for AM. These 
signals are gain adjusted by gain amplifier U23B to a 
level of 25 kHzN and 25 percentN. This gain-adjusted 
signal becomes the INT SCOPE TO RNG SW output. 
SSB signals are not calibrated. 

For AM, the CARRIER + MOD LEVEL input from 
the output detector on the Wideband Amplifier board 
(Al 7 A2) provides a direct display of the modulation. 
This input is a de-level representative of the average 
output level, plus an ac signal representative of the 
amplitude modulation on the output. For the scope's 
modulation display, the de level is blocked by C49 so 
that only the ac component is observed. This input is 
uncalibrated for absolute ac levels. The percent of AM 
is determined from the peak ac and average de level of 
the CARRIER + MOD LEVEL signal. The average de 
signal is obtained by a low-pass filter (U19). 

9.2.7 PEAK DETECTOR 

Each of the modulation and demodulation inputs 
can be switched to the peak-detecting circuitry (U21-
U23, U26, U54) to determine the percent AM or kHz 
deviation. The peak-detector circuitry provides de 
outputs equal to the negative and positive peak values 
of the input signal. These peak values are relative to 
the average de level of the input signal. The de levels 
are then digitized by the DVM and input to the Pro
cessor. 

9.2.8 DVM CONTROL 

Any one of nine internal measurement points may 
be switched to INT DVM TO AID. This signal is 
routed to the Processor Interface board (All) where it 
is multiplexed with external DVM data to the input of 
the analog-to-digital (AID) converter. In general, sev
eral internal measurement points must be input to the 
AID converter to obtain all the display data. There
fore, the processor continuously cycles the Internal 
DVM Select switch (U20D and U28) through the 
required measurement points, stopping at each one 
long enough to digitize and input the data to the pro
cessor. 

The Internal DVM Select switch is followed by a 
range attenuator (U29 and Q5). As the processor cycles 
through each input, it sets the range attenuator 
according to the last cycle reading made at that input. 
Thus, each internal input is auto-ranged over two dec
ades to give 3-digit accuracy up to a maximum input 
of 10V. The internal DVM inputs and their functions 
are listed in Table 9-1. 



Table 9-1. Internal DVM Inputs 

DVM Inputs Function 

+ Peak Voltage Positive modulation measurements 

- Peak voltage N egative modulation measurements 

Carrier Level RF output level 

RF INPUTPWR Power level applied to the RF Input/Output port 

EXTFWDPWR Forward power level on external inline-wattmeter element 

EXT RFLPWR Reflected power level on external inline-wattmeter element 

BATT VOLT Voltage level at de input port on the rear panel divided by 10 

SIG STRENGTH DC level proportional to the level in dB m of the received 
VOLTAGE signal 

Distortion Meter Input DC level proportional to the signal power at the input of the 
SINAD/DISTORTION notch filter 

9.2.9 EXTERNAL DVM/DISTORTION CONTROL 

External DVM and distortion inputs to the front 
panel port are ranged by processor control over four 
decades on the Front-Panel Interface board (A15). The 
resulting output is routed to the DVM FROM RNG 
SWITCH input of the A 7 board. This signal is input 
to the DVMIDistortion Select circuitry (U30B and 
U30C) and the gain stage of 6.5 (U62) preceding the 
1-kHz notch filter.

9.2.10 DISTORTION MEASUREMENT 

In the distortion mode, the DVM/Distortion Select 
circuitry routes the output of the 1-kHz notch filter 
(U62 and U63) to the EXTERNAL DVM TO AID 

output pin. This output pin is connected to the rms
to-dc converter on the Al 1 board. The output of the 
rms-to-dc converter is multiplexed to the AID con
verter and read by the processor. The input to the 
notch filter is rectified and filtered by U3, and applied 
to the Internal DVM Select for reading by the proces
sor (as discussed in paragraph 9.2.8). To obtain the 
percent distortion for a 1-kHz input, the processor 
divides the rms output voltage of the notch filter by the 
average rectified input voltage to the notch filter. The 
notch filter has a processor-controlled gain that is 
switched to either X 10 or X 1.0, depending on input 
distortion and signal levels. 

9.2.11 EXTERNAL DVM MEASUREMENT 

In the external DVM mode, the DVM FROM RNG 
SWITCH input is routed by the DVMIDistortion 
Select circuitry directly to the EXT DVM TO AID 

output. At this point, it is connected to the rms-to-dc 
converter on the Al 1 board. The output of the rms-to
dc converter is multiplexed to the AID converter, 
where it is read by the processor. 

9.2.12 AUDIO AMPLIFIER AND ALARM

GENERATOR 

An astable multi-vibrator (U61 and U50) operating 
at 1.2 kHz is the alarm generator. The alarm signal, 
controlled by the processor, is summed with the VOL 
CNTL AUD RTN signal at the input of the audio 
amplifier (U7). The SPEAKER AUDIO output of the 
amplifier has a 0.5W capability and is connected 
directly to the system speaker. 

9.2.13 BOARD CONTROL 

Processor control of the Scope/DVM Control board 
is via three signal lines: the AF ADD BUS 0-3, the AF 
DAT A BUS 0-3, and the AF BUS EN 1. The four 
address bits are decoded by the address decoder (U46) 
to determine which control latch the four bits of data 
will be latched into. The latching process is synchro
nized by the AF BUS EN 1 line. Control latches in 
addition to those necessary for controlling this board 
(A 7) provide control for the Scope Amplifier board 
(SCOPE SWP 0-2) and part of the RF Input module 
(ANTENNA ENABLE). 
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